C O C O L O V E S
SAINT MARTORY

HOLIDAY DESIGN

Contact details:
n www.saintmartory.com

Contact details:
n www.holidaydesign.com.au
@holidaytrading

The Chateau de SAINT MARTORY
is currently celebrating 500 years of
history. It is set on the right bank of
the Garonne river and surrounded by
beautiful woods.
Usually rented out by the week for
vacations or weddings, the Chateau
is also available for short stays with a
fine dining full-board offer.

A luxurious resortwear collection
designed in Australia with a classic
European aesthetic. Filled with hand
worked pieces, artisan fabrics, stunning
linen and natural fibres, the Shanty
Corporation is effortless and relaxing but
with chic styling for that sophisticated
wardrobe “must have”.

ST NICOLAS BAY

FIFI ALBONGE

A waterfront complex of seafacing
luxurious residences most with private
infinity pools at Aghios Nikolaos,
Crete. Private beach, watersports,
Restaurants, Bars, Spa for the perfect
summer vacation in Greece.

Handcrafted by Keiko,
FIFI ALBONGE specialises in
delicate,sophisticated jewellery. The
elegant, custom-made pieces range
from gold-filled, to solid 14K/18K
gold with your favourite gemstones.
Pictured is the beautiful Pink Sapphire
bracelet ($225), and Blue Diamond
bracelet . ($495)
Contact details:
n www.fifialbonge.com
@fifialbonge

Contact details:
n www.stnicolasbay.gr

SENI DEY

ERIKA PRICE

Contact details:
n www.senidey.com
@seni.dey

Contact details:
n www.etsy.com/shop/ErikaPrice

SENI DEY’s pure, elegant designs
and unique direct-to-bride business
model is perfect for modern, laid-back
brides. Each dress is made-to-measure
and tailored to your personal style.
The collections are made of high end
fabrics and produced in Europe.

ERIKA PRICE is an award-winning
artisan jeweller based in rural
Hertfordshire, where she handcrafts
one-of-a-kind and limited edition
jewellery. Her wearable art collection
combines handmade lampwork glass,
porcelain & polymer clay elements
with sterling silver.

VILLA BORDEAUX

ROSE & FEATHER INTIMATES

A Overlooking the eternal blue of
the Aegean Sea, VILLA BORDEAUX
is Santorini’s new hospitality gem! A
building with a long history and an
amazing position right in the heart
of the caldera. Having undergone a
complete renovation that preserves
the neoclassical architecture while
incorporating the beauty of the
surroundings.

ROSE & FEATHER INTIMATES is
a luxury British lingerie, nightwear
& swim brand, we are classic and
sophisticated. Our range boosts soft
lace lines both daring and delicate,
designed to make you look and feel
amazing whatever the occasion.
Contact details:

n www.roseandfeatherintimates.com

Contact details:

@roseandfeatherintimates

n www.villabordeaux-santorini.com

ASHLEIGH KWONG

Australian label ASHLEIGH
KWONG features diverse cultural
influences with unique hand-painted
bold prints coupled with a timeless
elegance for the modern
sophisticated woman. Showcased in
MBFWA, Ashleigh Kwong
creates beauty through mixed media
allowing art and fashion to work
harmoniously.
Contact details:
n www.ashleighkwong.com
HOUSE OF COCO.NET

DOME BEAUTY

DOME BEAUTY is dedicated to
simplifying your beauty process,
easing your application and
providing products that last all day.
The subtlest application to the most
dramatic effects, dome empowers
you to define your beauty and be
your own kind of beautiful.

Contact details:
n www.domebeauty.com
@dome_beauty

